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Abstract 
This paper examines the Iria ceremony as rites of passage for both male and female 

in the Ibani kingdoms of Bonny and Opobo. The female Iria ceremony is basically 

to prepare the adolescent girl for marriage and to teach her how to care for herself, 

her intended husband, and how to relate with the public. Though this rite of 

passage has survived through generations, because it has been found worthy to be 

passed on to succeeding generations, though with little modification through 

modernization but has served its purpose of training the adolescent girl child, in 

the real sense of it, it is an Ibani informal educational system. Also the influence of 

the Christian religion on some girls who do not see the Iria as an important aspect 

of their lives, has become a major threat to the continuity this ceremony. Hence, it 

is expected that this paper will enlighten them better to undergo the ceremony. It 

is the initiation into womanhood. This study uses New Historicism as the 

theoretical frame work to explain more about the subject matter. The male Iria also 

in its context has survived through generations, remaining as part of Ibani history. 

Though, only the fourth stage of the male Iria that has survived till today in Opobo 

kingdom, as a ceremony to teach the male young adult, the continuity of the Ibani 

dress code and culture. The findings of this study, is that this ceremony, that has 

become part of their history, has been used by women to checkmate the women 

dress code and to promote the continuity of culture and tradition of the Ibani 

kingdoms of Bonny and Opobo. 
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Introduction 

The Iria Ceremony is the ancient cultural heritage of the eastern Ijaw people. This cultural 

heritage predates the coming of Western civilization into these parts. In the Eastern Niger 

Delta in general and in Rivers State in particular, it is practiced amongst the Ibani people 
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of Bonny and Opobo Kingdoms, the Kalabari, the Okrika, the Obolo of the eastern Ijaw 

people in different variation. According to the 10th anniversary coronation booklet of His 

Majesty, King Edward William Asimini Dappa Pepple III, Perekule XI `` this ceremony has 

been associated with Grand Bonny as far back as the 16th century during the reign of 

Queen Edimini Kambasa, the daughter of King Edimini and the only woman who had 

ruled Grand Bonny kingdom as the only sitting Queen. There must be some spiritual and 

moral values associated with the Iria ceremony, for which our forebears have found it 

worthy to pass it on to succeeding generations `` (18).  

 

The Iria ceremony is basically to prepare the adolescent girl for marriage and to teach her 

how to care for herself and intended husband, and how to relate with the public. The name 

of the wrapper was (Igala or Igara or Egene-apu-bite) as it was then called and today it is 

called Egere-bite. The Iria ceremony comprises originally of two stages namely: (i) Kala-

egerebite and (ii) Opu- egerebite, but from 1874, when king George Oruigbi Pepple I, 

Perekule VII, who ruled Grand Bonny Kingdom between 1866 to 1888 returned from exile 

from England, he introduced the "George wrapper" (Bighiapu-bite or Bighi-bite), from then 

the Iria ceremony acquired a third stage, the Bighi-Bite.  For the purpose of this study, only 

the Ibani (Bonny and Opobo) process of Iria ceremony will be discussed. 

 

In the real sense of it, the iria ceremony was performed by the parents of the teenage girl 

and took between one and six months to complete, depending on the family's financial 

position. The three stages, Kala-egerebite, Opu- egerebite and Bighi-bite were performed 

differently, starting with the Kala-egerebite. Today, due to economic situation of the 

country, this ceremony is now left for the husband of the woman to foot the bills, which 

takes one week and the three steps performed together. This factor has affected and evolve 

the ceremony to what it is today. In Grand Bonny Kingdom, evolution has slightly changed 

the outing dressing from what is obtainable in Opobo Kingdom, who still conserve and 

maintain the original dressing ceremony and process till today. It is on this premise that 

the ceremony proper shall be explained in detail, including the male Iria, that has almost 

gone into extinct. The traditional institution of the Ibani Kingdoms of Grand Bonny and 

Opobo have done all within their powers to resuscitate this wonderful rite of passage that 

have made this kingdom to stand out amongst others. 

 

Theoretical Framework 

This work  adopt New Historicism as its theoretical framework . New historicism is a form 

of literary theory whose goal is to understand history through literature, and literature 

through its cultural context, It follows the 1950s field of history of ideas and refers to itself 

as a form of “cultural poetics”. It was first developed in the 1980s, primarily through the 
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work of the critic, Stephen Greenblatt, a Berkely English professor and it gained wide 

spread influence in the 1990s. 

 

The term New Historicism was coined by Greenblatt when he collected a bunch of essays 

and then, out of a kind desperation to get the introduction done, he wrote that the essays 

represented something called New Historicism. 

 

Harold Aram Veeser notes some key assumptions that continually reappear in this theory. 

They include: 

1. That literary and non literary texts circulate inseparably. 

2. That no discourse, imaginative or archival, gives assess to unchanging truths, nor 

expresses inalterable human nature. 

3. That a critical method and language adequate to describe culture under capitalism 

participates in the economy they described. 

 

Before the emergence of New Historicism, the new critics, structuralists and 

deconstructionists different though they were, shared a formalist approach to interpreting 

literature. They gave little attention to history and culture, preferring to concentrate on 

literature readers and critics care who about literature in the first place. 

 

Other critics shared the formalist interest of the new critics, entructuralists, and 

deconstructionist, seeing literary form as integral to the very ideal of literary study and 

they felt that a concern with history and culture should go along with an interest in form, 

complementing it rather than opposing it. New historicism emerged from critics who 

hungered for a way to draw on what they had learned from deconstruction and to bring it 

together with culture and history to mere background and context with the literature 

merely reflecting history. 

 

New historicism, therefore, drawing  from the increasingly prominent Marxist ideas, tries 

to restore literature to its social  history while retaining the tools of deconstruction and post 

constructuralism that can help see social history in its multifarious intricacy. The critics 

most identified as founding figures of New Historicism are Lious Montrose and Stephen 

Greenblatt, its was founder, who coined the term. He prefers to call the method “Cultural 

poetic” drawing on the structuralist sense of poetic as the study of a larger system (not 

necessarily a poetic system). 

 

Greenblatt discusses the relation between history and the literature. He tries to sort our 

what he calls "the circulation of social energy." the way that literature comes not only from 
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individual authors but also from the cultural controversies of an age, with the 

controversies provoking the literature and the literature interpreting the controversies, in 

a continuous cycle of exchange and influence. 

 

Greenblatt's idiosyncrasies, however interesting, matter less than the general principle that 

literature and history shape each other, as opposed to the old-fashioned habit of seeing 

literature as a passive reflector of history. 

 

We can only view the past through the lens of the present, as the Iria ceremony is discussed 

as a topic, comparing its present through its evolution, comparing the past and the present. 

Therefore, New Historicists believe that to disavow our interests in the present would 

distort our view of the past more than to own up to our interests frankly. In that way, 

presentism can offer a strategy for doing historicism better, with alertness to how our view 

of history depends on our position in the present. New Historicism is the theory to be 

applied in this work because, it is a theory as the definition implies whose goal is to 

understand intellectual cultural history through literature. It is a theory that will give 

better understanding of this chosen topic 

 

The Kala-Egerebite Stage One 

The Kala- egerebite ceremony is the first stage of initiation into womanhood and marriage. 

It is the first step initiation of the adolescent girl child into adulthood. At this stage, the 

teenage girl is confined in a room (called fattening room) where she is attended to by her 

mother and elderly female folk who themselves have performed the Iria ceremonies. 

During this period, female who have not performed it are  called ‘’ Ikpo’’ (Persons not 

belonging to a certain group but this word is used to refer to those women that are yet to 

perform the rite) are not allowed into the fattening room. According to Hope L. Bell-Gam: 

 

``In earlier times, attendants to the Iriabo in the fattening room must be 

dressed in Erepu, Bite-ikibanaa and  Awura. which means, "the inner longer 

wrapper tied from the waist to the ankle, the outer shorter wrapper tied 

from the waist to the knee and a blouse made of local materials. In the 

early hours of the morning, the Iriabo is bathed by skilled birth attendants 

, who also teach the adolescent  how to bathe herself properly as a woman 

should .Bathing can last for one hour or more, as every part of the body is 

scrubbed severally with variety of soap and hot water massages are 

performed. This followed by generous applications of combination of 

body oils, camwood powder etc (26)’’.  
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The young girl is also taught how to care for her prospective husband, public speaking and 

how to walk properly with a swing. During the period, the Iriabo is not allowed to go out 

in the day time and she is fed to increase her body weight. A girl who does not show any 

sign of fatness after her confinement is embarrassed, because her parents will be accused 

of not nourishing her sufficiently. During this period, her skin is rubbed with heated palm 

oil, allowed to be cold (Emo), camwood (Awu) and native chalk (Odo naa turu). Three or 

four days to the ceremony proper, the Iriabo is decorated with native Indigo dye called 

(Kiri-ku) in attractive designs.   

                            

 The Outing Ceremony  

The Iriabo is escorted in the morning of the ceremony proper to the dancing square. In 

times past, the wrapper used to be tied from the waist to the knee with her waist upwards 

to her neck exposed. Her hair was plaited in a conical shape called Ojongo or plaited long 

with thread and bent in a style called Ikpali. Today, due to westernization, most Iriabo 

prefer to make the modern styles of hair to match the crown to be worn on that day. She 

dances to the rhythm of the water pot called Ngu, the talking drum called Alili and the 

wooden gong called Ekere. Songs were sung by the female dance group (Eremina-ogbo) or 

so engaged. Before the coming of Christianity, the session takes place the during the 

morning session, the Iriabo was dressed in succession, tying first Ikaki, Popo and Loghu- 

bite (damask) wrappers. The wrapper was tied from the waist to the knee level, exposing 

from the waist upwards and she wore coral beads on her neck and wrists. 

 

In the afternoon session, the Iriabo repeated all the process she had gone through during 

the morning session except that she was adorned with gold jewelry. In the Kala-egerebite 

ceremony, gift items were presented by parents, relations and well wishers in this order, 

the father first, then followed by the mother, the family members and well-wishers. The 

reason for this pattern of presentation of gifts was that she was not married. In both the 

morning and afternoon sessions at the dancing square, the chosen dancing group (Eremina-

ogbo) and invited members of the public were entertained by the parents of the Iriabo with 

food and drinks.   

 

The Iriabo was expected to dance twice in the morning and thrice in the afternoon session. 

According to Amaopuorubo Furo Batubo ‘’But in recent years, the Iriabo comes out once 

in a day, on both Saturday and Sunday. On Sunday the Iriabo goes to the church for 

thanksgiving and on return, she is carried high on shoulder, sitting on a decorated chair 

by energetic young men, around to the town and to her dancing arena’’ (2021). Towards 

the end, she gave out gifts to targeted people of her age bracket. The implication of this 

gesture targeted at her age group (boys and girls) was to inform them that she had been 
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initiated into womanhood and was no longer an adolescent. The gifts are also given to 

guest and well wishers. 

 

If the Iriabo is single, the presentation of gift items is first done by her parent, followed by 

members of her father’s, then her mother’s family, before the invited members of the 

public. For a married Iriabo, the husband's gift would come first, followed by those of the 

father, mother families before members of the public. The gifts received were (the 

wrappers, coral beads, gold jewelry etc) formed the bulk of the Ibani woman's property. 

In both the Kala-egerebite and Opu-egerebite ceremonies at the dancing square, two women 

called Iriabo-Koriapu from the dancing group (Eremina-ogbo) were usually selected, one in 

front and the other behind, to guide the Iriabo in the dancing steps. Also, there would be a 

little girl at the right side of the Iriabo, holding a saucer for the collection of money given 

to the Iriabo during the dancing at the square.  Due to westernization, monies are sprayed 

around the Iriabo in the usual Nigerian manner. With this stage one performed, the Iriabo 

begins to tie selected wrappers and is counted among women. 

 

Opu- Egerebite Stage Two 

Like the Kala-egerebite ceremony, the Opu- egerebite ceremony was also, preferably, done 

by the parents of the Iriabo. This completed the initiation of the celebrant, into womanhood 

and got her ready for marriage. The scenario around this ceremony is the same as those of 

the kala-egerebite ceremony. Even though in some cases there was immediate transition 

from the Kala- egerebite to the Opu-egerebite ceremonies, was done by the parents, if she was 

married, by both parent and her husband. For a married Iriabo, the husband's gift would 

come first, followed by those of the father, mother and the two families. The gifts received 

were (the wrappers, coral beads, gold jewellery etc) formed the bulk of the Ibani woman's 

property. In both the Kala-egerebite and Opu-egerebite ceremonies at the dancing square, two 

women called Iriabo-Koriapu from the dancing group (Eremina-ogbo) were usually selected, 

one in front and the other behind, to guide the Iriabo in the dancing steps. Also, there would 

be a little girl at the right side of the Iriabo, holding a saucer for the collection of money 

given to the Iriabo during the dancing at the square. According to Mrs. Hannah Ejekwu, 

nee Brown, an Iria costumier, on BBC Pidgin English: 

 

‘’Iria for this Ibanise (Ibani country ) na wetin every woman supposed to 

do before dowry for  marriage . If the person wey never do am die, dey 

must do am for am before dem bury am. Dem go just dress am, dey put 

the wrapper for hin bodi with blouses to match.  Iria dey very important 

for every Ibani woman. Juju no dey for wetin we dey do for dis ceremony. 

Na wetin make church sef accept am. Iria na part of our culture and 
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history, wey don pass from generation to generation. Na ceremony for 

Ijaw land to show say the girl don reach womanhood, infact, na initiation 

into womanhood.  If you never do the three stages, we must do all for you, 

since na stage by stage ‘’ (2021).   

 

Bighi- Bite (Bighi-Apu-Bite) Tying of George Wrapper Stage Three 

From 1874, the Bighi-bite (George wrapper) ceremony became part of the Iria ceremony in 

Grand Bonny. The Bighi-bite is for mature women, who have undergone both the Kala- 

egerebite and Opu-egerebite ceremonies. This particular (third stage) ceremony can only be 

performed by a woman who is about the age of forty and above. The Bighi-bite was 

introduced by King George Oruigbi Pepple 1 (1866-1888) Perekule VlI in 1874, when he 

returned from England after exile. The Bighi-bite ceremony is exclusive to older women 

who have already performed the Kala- egerebite and Opu-egerebite ceremonies. In the Bighi-

bite ceremony, the celebrant herself is tied the bighi-bite (George wrapper) full length 

(Er'ebu from the waist to the ankle), Bite-ikiba (from the waist to the knee) and wears a 

Blouse called Awura. Here, unlike in the Kala- egerebite and the Opu-egerebite ceremonies, 

the celebrant sits on a chair covered with Ikakhi or Popo wrapper in a sitting room. 

According to Gloria Ishmael Damingo ‘’The celebrant's feet are raised on a platform 

covered also with the same cloth. The women gather in the same sitting room and sing 

songs in praise of the Iriabo. Food and drinks are served as usual. The Iriabo receives gifts 

from family members and well-wishers, but this time not in the order as mentioned above 

for the Kala-egerebite and Opu-egerebite ceremonies ‘’ (2021). Bell –Gam asserts that ‘’the 

Iriabo is taught how to tie her "George" wrapper with the Oso (a line on the George 

wrapper that divides into two halves) tied symmetrically in line with the backbone’’ ( 31).  

 

 There are no laid down procedures for giving of gifts to the Iriabo by family members and 

well-wishers. The reason for which the Iriabo sits at home, rather than coming to the 

playground (shiri) to dance, it is the fear that her health may not support the rigours of 

dancing round the square severally because of her age. According to Ibani laws, women 

performing BIGHI- BITE, must be from the age of forty years and above. No woman less 

than the above mentioned age is allowed to perform this stage. No other ceremony is 

attached to this. In contemporary times a lot has changed. The Iriabo's body is no longer 

exposed from the waist up during the Kala-egerebite stage. Also compression has taken 

place as the Kala-egerebite is done in the morning and the Opu-egerebite is done in the 

afternoon and Bighi-bite in the evening. Confinement, when done, lasts for seven days and 

at dancing time, play grounds (shiris) are fenced, buntings are drawn, canopies, tables and 

chairs are arranged and still and motion photography used to record events. The BIGHI- 

BITE as the final stage of the womanhood initiation ceremony, places the Iriabo among the 
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women gathering. Giving her the right to participate in certain event in the kingdom, 

meant for her traditional class. This also gives the Iriabo the right to hold position (s) in the 

women government and qualifies her to traditional honorary titles in the kingdom.   

 

Male Iria Ceremony George (Jooji or Bighi-Bite) 

Some of the cultural practices of the people of the Ibani people of Grand Bonny and Opobo 

Kingdoms have gone through several changes, some others have been abandoned. One of 

such is the male Bighi-bite or Jooji (George) wrapper ceremony; there was a period in the 

tradition and custom of the people of Grand Bonny and Opobo Kingdoms, when a male 

child passed through four (4) stages of cultural and traditional development. According to 

oral tradition, this spanned from age four to age ten or thereabouts. At this stage, the boy 

wore knitted cowries with one or two small bells attached, tied round his waist. The latter 

was useful in identifying and locating the child when he went out to play. This lasted from 

about eleven to about sixteen years of age. 

 

At this stage, the boy tied half a yard of real Indian cloth. This stage is called IKINDA, only 

his private part was covered. This showed that he was approaching manhood.  

 

The third stage was the Bighi-bite or Jooji (George) wrapper tying ceremony, when he had 

reached the age of twenty. Like the Iriabo, he could be painted with Indigo and after two 

or more days he would formally be tied a full fathom of real India cloth with small size 

coral beads (Kilari) worn on his neck and wrists in the midst of invitees, particularly his 

contemporaries who had gone through the same ceremony. People sang, danced and 

drank during the ceremony. He was considered to have reached full manhood in Ibani 

Kingdom and could fend for himself though still under the supervision of his parents. He 

could only marry from about age twenty-five. From about middle age, he would tie his 

real India cloth to the right hand side of his waist not the centre, with the upper ends of his 

cloth tied together which is known and called BITEKPOMBI in Ibani. Today, due to 

westernization, only the fourth stage of the male Iria is in practice.  According to 

Amaopusenibo Edwin Sam Annie Pepple, the male Iria in my days as a boy, was actively 

done for every male child of the kingdom in competitive manner. It has also endured time 

and evolution and has become part of our history. Due to westernization, only the fourth 

stage is still encouraged and made mandatory by the traditional institution for continuity 

and preservance of culture, tradition and history of our people ‘’(2019). This fourth stage 

of the male Iria initiation ceremony is the sign of maturity into adulthood. From the day of 

the initiation, the young man becomes free to tie a fathom of the George wrapper when 

dressed in his Jaja shirt or during any traditional proceedings in the kingdom. 
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Conclusion 

The Iria ceremony has been in practice for over three hundred years in the Grand Bonny 

kingdom and has become part of their history, though with little modifications and 

conservatively practiced in Opobo kingdom for over one hundred and fifty years and have 

continued to been passed down from generation to generation. Though the message 

remain the same, that is to make her the complete Ibani woman, through this revered rite 

of passage. During the height of penticostalism, it was highly criticized by the Pentecostal 

churches, as they believed the ceremony to be fetish, this moved the tide of the celebrants 

to the orthodox churches in the kingdoms. Today, Iria rite of passage has been accepted by 

the Christian Association and the Pentecostal Fellowship in the both Bonny and Opobo 

Kingdoms, except the Jehova Witnesses. Each year, the Iria ceremony becomes more 

expensive due to inflation and gulping millions of naira from women who want to fulfill 

the rites. On this note, the President of Opobo Women Welfare Association, Amaopuorubo 

Felicia S. Pepple asserts: 

 

``Performing the Iria is not a competition but an obligation or a fulfillment 

of the Ibani rite of passage. Anyone who wishes to, must do it rightly and 

according to your financial status. It should not be a heavy financial   

burden on the intending Iriabo. As long as you fulfill your obligations to 

the women of your War Canoe House and to the Opobo Women Welfare 

Association, who regulates such, as empowered by the Amanyanabo, you 

can celebrate yours even in your living room without crowd (2016)``.   

 

The Ibani Iria rite of passage, has remained a unique culture that makes it outstanding 

among the eastern Izon people of the eastern delta. Year in year out, more women see this 

rite as an important phenomenon in the Ibani history and a missing link in the women 

gathering for those who are yet to perform the Iria rite of passage they call Ikpo . The above 

mentioned ceremonies have in every aspect helped in reshaping the cultural lives of Ibani 

women to conform with the traditional institutional arrangement, despite their 

educational qualifications and westernization. It has indeed helped to sustain this 

wonderful historical part of the Ibani culture that may never be extinct. 
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